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Modeling and Control of Multi-Arm and Multi-Leg Robots:
Compensating for Object Dynamics during Grasping
Niels Dehio1,2, Joshua Smith2, Dennis Leroy Wigand3, Guiyang Xin2,4,
Hsiu-Chin Lin2, Jochen J. Steil1 and Michael Mistry2
Abstract— We consider a virtual manipulator in grasping
scenarios which allows us to capture the effect of the object
dynamics. This modeling approach turns a multi-arm robot into
an underactuated system. We observe that controlling floating-
base multi-leg robots is fundamentally similar. The Projected
Inverse Dynamics Control approach is employed for decoupling
contact consistent motion generation and controlling contact
wrenches. The proposed framework for underactuated robots
has been evaluated on an enormous robot hand composed
of four KUKA LWR IV+ representing fingers cooperatively
manipulating a 9kg box with total 28 actuated DOF and six
virtual DOF representing the object as additional free-floating
robot link. Finally, we validate the same approach on ANYmal,
a floating-base quadruped with 12 actuated DOF. Experiments
are performed both in simulation and real world.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-objective motion generation with underactuated
robots was studied intensively during the last decade. Re-
solving underactuation is elementary to control quadrupeds
and humanoids, because legged robots are typically repre-
sented with a floating base consisting of six virtual joints
describing the position and orientation of the torso. In
multi-contact situations, such as double-support stance or
bimanual grasping, end-effectors are virtually linked to each
other [1], resulting in closed kinematic trees. Controllers
specifically addressing constrained motion generation were
derived in [2]–[4]. Further works additionally consider the
control of contact wrenches [1], [5]–[7].
Contact situations with multi-leg robots are fundamentally
similar to grasping situations [8]–[10]: In both scenarios the
robot tries to achieve a desired wrench via the contact points
while the relative transformation between contacts stays
constant. However, grasping situations are typically treated
as fixed-base multi-arm robot systems without virtual joints,
e.g. [11]–[15]. Inspired by virtual model control [16] and the
idea of additional virtual contacts in the grasp matrix [17],
we realize that treating the object as an additional link
virtually attached to the robot, turns the multi-arm robot
into an underactuated system. This allows to incorporate the
object dynamics into the controller, which is a key feature
to perform manipulation tasks accurately [18]. Furthermore
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Fig. 1: A enormous robot hand with four fingers manipulates
a 9.2kg object. Compensating for object dynamics enables to
provide an impedance-based human-robot interaction mode.
we show that modeling and controlling multi-leg robots is
equivalent to the proposed approach for multi-arm robots.
The Projected Inverse Dynamics Control (PIDC) ap-
proach [19] is a control framework for robots subject to
contact constraints. Robot control is decoupled into two
orthogonal subspaces, resulting in different and independent
control laws for constraint consistent motion generation and
realizing desired contact wrenches. The PIDC approach was
validated with a torque-controlled manipulator for wiping
a board [20] and dual-arm manipulating an object [21].
[22], [23] extend the framework to the underactuated case
employing constrained optimization to maintain the contact.
We instead aim for an analytic solution to project the desired
contact wrench control torques onto the active joints.
We demonstrate impedance-based manipulation of heavy
objects modeled by six virtual joints with a robot setup con-
sisting of four cooperative KUKA LWR IV+ manipulators
with a total of 28 actuated joints (see Fig. 1). Furthermore
we run the same controller on the floating-base quadruped
ANYmal with 12 actuated DOF standing on shaped ground.
After related works have been presented in Sec. II, we
present our approach in Sec. III. In Sec. IV and V experi-
ments with the multi-arm and multi-leg robots are described.
Sec. VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
Related work can be separated into two distinct research
topics: defining grasp contact constraints and PIDC.
A. Contact Constraints in Grasping Situations
In the following we consider a robot system with a total
of D joints composed of B > 1 manipulators manipulating a
rigid object via a rigid grasp with all end-effectors in contact.
Hence, end-effectors are virtually linked to each other [1],
i.e. the relative transformation between them stays constant,
representing a closed kinematic chain (simple case) or a
closed kinematic tree structure (general case).
The partial grasp matrix respect to a global coordinate
frame Gi ∈ R6×6 of the ith arm in a multi-arm system








where Ri represents the rotation matrix of the ith contact
frame, ri is the distance between the ith contact position
to the object center-of-mass and S(r) ∈ R3×3 is the skew-
symmetric matrix that performs the cross product
S(r) =
 0 −rz ryrz 0 −rx
−ry rx 0
 . (2)
The complete grasp matrix G ∈ R6×6B is the horizontal
concatenation of all B partial grasp matrices, representing
the relative transformations between all end-effectors
G = [G1, ...,GB ] . (3)
The nullspace projection of the complete grasp maptrix I−
GT (G+)
T projects any arbitrary vector onto the nullspace
of the grasp matrix. The resulting contact wrench is usually
referred as the internal force, since it produces no net wrench,
i.e., Gλc = 0.
During grasping, the constraints should enforce a firm
grasp without interfering the motion task. To satisfy this
behavior, one should control the contact wrenches such that
only the internal wrench is allowed [14] [21]. For this reason,
the constraint Jacobian is







where Jee denotes the block-diagonal combination of ma-
nipulator Jacobian
Jee = blockdiag [J1, ...,JB ] (5)
The Jacobian associated with the object center-of-mass






B. Projected Inverse Dynamics Control
A common theme among many works dealing with
floating-base legged robots is that the control schemes are
designed to remain dynamically consistent with respect to
the contact constraints. Considering the constraints in the
primary level of a task hierarchy and employing the inertia
matrix in the nullspace projection the motion controllers
contribute no acceleration at the constraint locations. Con-
straints, by definition, are indeed already dynamic consistent,
because they do not generate acceleration. Consequently,
constraints are able to apply necessary wrenches to maintain
their own consistency, and control schemes do not need to
address the dynamic consistency property explicitly.
The Projected Inverse Dynamics Control (PIDC) ap-
proach [19] assumes bilateral constraints with zero Cartesian
velocities and accelerations at the B contact points. The
theoretical derivation of the control scheme is based on the
static contact assumption with a rigid object. The contact
constraint is modeled as
Jc q̇ = 0 and Jc q̈ + J̇c q̇ = 0 , (7)
where Jc ∈ R6B×D describes the constrained Jacobian
associated with the B contact points and q, q̇, q̈ ∈ RD
are generalized coordinates.
Motion generation is not allowed to effect contact con-
straints by projecting motion tasks τmotion ∈ RD onto the
nullspace P ∈ RD×D of the constraint





where J+c is the Moore-Penrose inverse. In comparison, the
orthogonal subspace (I−P) is employed for contact wrench
control. The total torque command τcmd becomes
τcmd = Pτmotion + (I−P)
(




ε = M M−1c
(
Pτmotion −Ph + Ṗq̇
)
, (10)
and the so-called (invertible) constrained inertia matrix
Mc = PM + I−P. (11)
In (9), h ∈ RD compensates for gravity and Coriolis effects,
M ∈ RD×D is the inertia matrix, λc ∈ R6B is the
vertical concatenation of all B desired contact wrenches,
and ε ∈ RD enables constraint consistent motion control.
For more details, including a detailed derivation, we refer
the interested reader to [19]. Within PIDC, motion control
τmotion may be performed in joint-space (τmotion = Mq̈ + h)
as shown in [19], or in operational space (τmotion = JTλ)
as proposed in [4], or may consider multiple prioritized
objectives as demonstrated in [20]. Note that force-torque
feedback provided by additional sensors is not required.
Instead the control law is based only on joint angle and
velocity readings.
Note that P is an orthogonal projection (with P = PP
and P = PT ), because no specific weighting is imposed.
This is different from dynamically consistent strict nullspace
hierarchies, which employ the inertia matrix as weight-
ing [24]. It is noteworthy that the orthogonal projection is
derived only from kinematic parameters, which are easier
to accurately determine than inertial parameters [25]. Also,
real-robot experiments proved that incorporating the inertia
matrix in practice does not significantly show the theoretical
conceptual superiority. The authors in [24] realize only minor
improvements in tracking performance.
To follow a desired trajectory with an operational point
x ∈ R6 associated to the robot by the Jacobian Jo and
realizing an Cartesian impedance behaviour [13], [15] where
the desired inertia is identical to the robot inertia, we choose
the motion control law as in our previous work for bimanual
grasping (without object dynamics) [21]
τmotion = J
T
o λo + No (−δq̇) , (12)













where K and D are damping and stiffness matrices, and em-
ploying the dynamically consistent task-space inertia matrix










Furthermore, to prevent drift in the nullspace No we add a
dynamically consistent joint velocity damping task with gain
δ > 0 similar to [20].
The feedback control law to compute x̃ ∈ R6 is based on
the current pose and a virtual equilibrium point. Note that
realizing a rotational spring in orientation space is not as
straight forward as implementing a translational spring [9].
The PIDC approach can be employed for optimization of
contact wrenches considering friction cones [22], [23]. We
demonstrated optimization of contact wrenches for multi-arm
robots in [21] without compensating for object dynamics.
However, these approaches are based on prior knowledge
about contact surface friction coefficients. Contact wrench
optimization is beyond the scope of the current paper. We
instead employ heuristics to verify that the chosen wrenches
maintain contact to simplify matters. In grasping situations
we choose contact forces such that they point towards
the center of all contact points. Combining [21] with the
approach for object dynamics compensation presented in this
paper remains future work.
III. APPROACH
PIDC was extended in [22] and [23] to the underactuated
case. These approaches employ quadratic programming to
project desired contact wrenches control torques onto the
active joints. We here instead analytically extend the PIDC
formalism for robots with passive degree of freedom without
need of applying optimization techniques, following and
extending [4]. Note that we do not treat the problem of
friction cones (inequalities) and rather focus on the equality
constraint imposed by underactuated systems. Furthermore,
we propose a virtual manipulator with a virtual contact
to account for object dynamics in grasping situations and
highlight similarities to modeling and control of legged
robots. The overall control architecture is depicted in Fig. 2.
A. PIDC for Underactuated Robots
For a robot system with passive degree of freedom, the
following equality constraint always must be satisfied [4]:
τ = Sτ , (15)
with a diagonal matrix S ∈ RD×D selecting actuated joints.
In the case of decoupled motion and contact wrench con-
trol, and assuming that motion control requires all actuated
DOF of the robot, we may still be able to satisfy (15)
by adding constraint wrenches to resolve underactuation,
without inducing any additional motion. In
τ = PτM + (I−P) τC + (I−P) τU , (16)
τM performs motion control, τC applies desired contact
wrenches and τU are torques that induce only contact
wrenches to resolve underactuation.
Inserting (16) into (15), we obtain
(I− S) (I−P) τU = (I− S) [−PτM − (I−P) τC] . (17)
We can then solve for τU employing the Moore-Penrose
inverse realizing the minimum possible ‖τ‖ assuming that
all robot actuators are rotary joints
τU = [(I − S) (I − P)]
+
(I − S) [ − PτM − (I − P) τC] . (18)
Provided (18) has at least one valid solution for τU, we can
substitute it into (16) and write the control equation as:
τ = PτM + (I−P) τC + (I−P)
[(I− S) (I−P)]+ (I− S) [−PτM − (I−P) τC] . (19)
Because (I− S) and (I−P) are both orthogonal projec-
tions, the equation simplifies to1
τ = PτM + (I−P) τC+
[(I− S) (I−P)]+ [−PτM − (I−P) τC]
=
[
I− [(I− S) (I−P)]+
]
[PτM + (I−P) τC] . (20)





I − [(I − S) (I − P)]+
]
(I − P) τC. (21)
The nullspace projection P can be computed based on





, resulting in a formulation without
explicit inverse operator [26]
P = I−Q1QT1 = Q2QT2 . (22)




QT2 . Consequently, (21)
is equivalent to the orthogonal projection approach derived
in [3], except that our formulation additionally provides
contact wrench control. Further note that (21) reduces to the
formulation for a fully actuated robot system with S = I.
B. Accounting for Object Dynamics with Multi-Arm Robots
The external wrench λext ∈ R6 acting on the object,
assuming no human interaction, is given in compact form
in the world frame by
λext = Moẍo + ho , (23)
with Mo ∈ R6×6 as the object inertia tensor, ho ∈ R6
containing the gravitational and Coriolis effects of the motion
1 According to [4, Appendix C], for two orthogonal projection operators
X and Y holds X[YX]+Y = [YX]+
Task-Space Impedance Control (12-14) 
Joint-Space Velocity Damping (12) 
Motion Task Prioritization (12) 
Projection onto Orthogonal Subspaces (9) Projection onto Actuated Joints (20) 
Contact Wrench Control (9-11) 
Robot 
Fig. 2: Block diagram describing the overall control architecture. The numbers refer to the corresponding equations.
and ẍo ∈ R6 expressing translational and angular accelera-












where mo ∈ RD is the total mass of the object, Io ∈ R3×3
is the symmetric inertia tensor, ωo ∈ R3 represents angular
velocities of the object, g = [0, 0,−9.81]T is the gravity
vector and choosing the object frame such that it coincides
with the objects center of mass.
Virtual model control includes virtual components in the
control law to move the robot as if these simulated virtual
components actually exist. We model the external wrench
as a virtual manipulator with six DOF acting directly on
the objects center of mass. Accordingly, the generalized











a virtual contact represented by Go is added to (3)
G = [G1, ...,GB ,Go] , (26)
and (5) is modified to
Jee = blockdiag [J1, ...,JB , I6×6] , (27)
Furthermore the robot dynamics given by M and h are
extended with the object dynamics Mo and ho. With this
formulation the object can be seen as a free-floating robot
link being connected by six virtual joints. The robot system
becomes underactuated and cannot be controlled with (9).
Instead, the proposed control scheme for the underactuated
case (21) can be employed, introducing a diagonal matrix







Without knowledge about object dynamics, one can easily
set mo = 0 and Io = 03×3, which then corresponds to the
fixed-base PIDC approach2. However, it is easy to update the
object model at runtime, e.g. during a water-bottle pouring
tasks.
Note that multi-arm robots are subject to switching contact
constraints. Three cases can be distinguished (see also [3] for
floating-base multi-leg robots):
1) Multi-arm robots can be seen as fully actuated when
there are as many constraints as free floating DOFs
2 In this case the inertia matrix is not positive semidefinite anymore and
is not invertible in a direct way. However, one can invert the upper-left
corner, which does not contain the object related rows and columns.
(e.g. only one arm in contact). The dynamic model
can be reduced to a fixed-base model with the object
rigidly attached to the end-effector. There is exactly
one solution provided that the desired accelerations are
constraint consistent.
2) Multi-arm robots can be underactuated when there are
less constraints than free floating DOFs (e.g. loosing all
contacts to the object). In this case we loose full control
authority. There is at most one solution to the inverse
dynamics problem: for a solution to exist, the desired
accelerations must not only be constraint consistent,
they moreover need to be consistent with the dynamics.
3) Multi-arm robots can be overactuated when there are
more constraints than free floating DOFs (e.g. two
or more end-effectors in contact) and there exists
an infinite choice of possible torques to achieve the
desired constraint-consistent motion.
C. Relation to Floating-Base Multi-Leg Robots
In the previous section, the world inertial frame coincides
with the fixed-base of the multi-arm robot. As a result, we
modeled a free-floating object, with six virtual joints, repre-
senting the position and orientation of the object’s center with
respect to the world inertial frame. However, this is not the
only choice: One can also choose the center of the object as
world inertial frame, such that the object is rigidly connected
to the world. From this perspective, the previously free-
floating object becomes static (fixed-base) and the previously
fixed-base multi-arm robot turns into a floating-base robot, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This kind of setting is typically used for
multi-leg robots such as quadrupeds or humanoids, and the
object is referred to be the ground. It is noteworthy that the
object dynamics in that representation do not play any role:
there exist no object dynamics because the object is rigidly
connected to the world. On the other hand, dynamics of the
robot’s base are considered, which were irrelevant before.
Observing this equivalence, one can apply the previously
derived multi-arm controller also to multi-leg robots. Similar
to the previous section, maintaining the contact constraint
represents a closed kinematic chain for bipedal systems or a
closed kinematic tree for robots with more than two legs in
contact. The virtual joints representing the robot’s floating-
base can be treated identical to the virtual joints representing
the free-floating object in the previous section.
The main advantage of the floating-base approach for
multi-leg robots is that the systems are able to be modeled
even when no contacts exist in the environment, e.g. when
the system is in flight or in the air. This also translates to
multi-arm robots as we can model objects in free space as





Fig. 3: Schematic view of underactuated kinematic tree
structures for a multi-arm robot rigidly grasping an object
(left) and a multi-leg robot (right). The contact constraints
and floating-base representations are fundamentally similar.
compared to previous work where control schemes have to be
switched in case of contact transitions. Note that both multi-
leg and multi-arm robot systems experience discontinuities
in the control law when making or breaking contacts and
abruptly adapting the corresponding constraint.
D. Comparison with state-of-the-art
Early works on underactuated humanoids did not consider
the control of contact wrenches [2]–[4]. This was possible,
because these robots always were placed on flat, horizontal
ground. In that case, gravity prevents slipping when there is
enough contact friction. This is similar to a bimanual grasp-
ing situation with both end-effectors horizontally aligned
below the object, where no contact wrenches are required
to maintain the grasp. In that specific situation the contacts
are coplanar and the grasp matrix degenerates [27].
[22] and [23] solve the equality constraint imposed by
underactuation (15) for controlling contact wrenches based
on quadratic programming. We instead solve it analytically.
Our formalism is different from the approaches proposed
in [1], [5]–[9] because motion control and contact wrench
control are projected onto orthogonal subspaces providing
the basis for decoupled feedback control laws.
In grasping scenarios, tracking a desired trajectory with
the object will be less accurate when neglecting the ob-
ject dynamics. Manipulating heavy objects is not possible
without high PD feedback gains to correct for the external
wrenches, which is not desired. As an illustrative exam-
ple, consider statically holding an object of 9.2kg with
the impedance scheme derived in (12), assuming a perfect
dynamics model. The external force due to gravity in z
direction is −9.81 ms2 9.2kg ≈ −90N and is treated as external
disturbance by the impedance controller. As a result, to
achieve tracking accuracy of ∆x = 0.01m one would have
to set the proportional gain to 9000. Without incorporating
object dynamics in the control scheme, one cannot achieve
zero steady state error. Furthermore, when increasing the
objects weight incrementally, the object will always move
down due to non-compensated gravity.
In our previous grasping work [21] we neglected object
dynamics and, due to that reason, handled only lightweight
objects similar as many other related works. In contrast, the
authors in [9] report an experiment for lifting an object of
12.2kg exhibiting tracking performance issues, due to non-
modeled dynamics, that lead to non-zero steady state error.
To avoid this issue one can treat the object as mass-
less and alternatively update the dynamic model of the
end-effector link as proposed in [28]. However, we believe
that our strategy is more general and advantageous when
switching contact constraints. Recently, [18] proposed an
approach for incorporating object dynamics in the control
law, utilizing the grasp matrix (3). This method however
is based on a decentralized scheme, controlling each robot
arm independently without explicit communication between
manipulators and requires a fixed-base dynamic model. [13]
demonstrates an ability to add object dynamics for fixed-base
robots, requiring wrist-mounted force-torque sensors, which
are not needed within our approach. Another approach to
compensate for object dynamics is to add the term JTo λext
to (12). This causes the corresponding nullspace to lose
dynamic consistency.
The “virtual grasp” concept in [12] introduces virtual
springs attached to the contact points instead of applying
the grasp matrix. Therefore it is different from our approach
introducing a virtual manipulator with a virtual contact.
IV. EXPERIMENTS WITH FOUR-FINGERED ROBOT HAND
We extensively tested our approach with the dynamics
simulation available in Gazebo simulator3 using ODE before
conducting experiments on the real robot, reproducing the
results. Due to page-limit constraints, only results obtained
from the real robots are reported. A video for agile and
dexterous multi-arm object manipulation is online available
at https://youtu.be/Ao-0W9chAd4.
To obtain the current object pose we do not rely on
external sensors, such as vision tracking systems. Instead
we infer the pose based on the assumption of a rigid grasp
with constant relative transformation between end-effectors
and object center. Note that one can also detect slipping (by
evaluating Jc q̇ 6= 0) to update the grasp matrix if necessary.
A. Robot Hand Platform
We compose a highly redundant robot system by mounting
four KUKA LWR IV+ manipulators on a table, which we
treat as a single underactuated robot with 28 active joints
and six virtual joints for the free-floating object. The end-
effectors consist of a triangular metal plate with three small
rubber feet mounted near each corner. This enables us
to make stable contact also on non-planar surfaces, even
though we are controlling only a single contact point per
manipulator. To the authors knowledge, this is the first pub-
lication treating more than three industrial manipulators in a
cooperative manner for dexterous object manipulation via a
force-closed grasp. Employing the well-known grasp matrix
constraint described previously this robot system represents
an enormous hand with four fingers, each of approximately
1.2m length when including the end-effectors.
Throughout our grasping experiments we grasp two differ-
ent solid objects, both with 0.3m height. A cylinder (mass
























Fig. 4: Accurately tracking a circular trajectory with a
diameter of 0.1 m. The red line indicates the desired object
position and the blue line the estimated position.












Fig. 5: When adding additional 3kg mass to the grasped
cylinder-like object (total 6kg) it drops down. We then
incrementally update the internal model in three steps, each
of adding 1kg to the object dynamic parameters. Because of
high joint friction, the object moves back to its initial pose
when fully compensating for its total weight. The red line
indicates the desired object position and the blue line the
estimated position.
plastic and a bulky box (mass m = 9.2kg) with an octaedal
base area (each surface width l = 0.2m) made out of
hard plastic. We chose these two objects to demonstrate
manipulation of heavy objects and grasping non-planar sur-
faces. For simplification, we assume that object dynamics as
well as object shape with predefined desired contact points
and associated contact surface normals are known to the
controller. This is legitimate as other works on grasping are
based on the same assumptions.
The four manipulators are provided by different labs and
vary with respect to their hardware parameters: They have
been used for different applications for different amounts of
time, also some joints were replaced by the manufacturer.
Accordingly, we experienced uneven wear and tear for each
unit, resulting in different joint friction behavior. However,
our current implementation is based on a single dynamic
model for all four manipulators. In future we target to
improve the existing model for each robot arm individually
by applying learning techniques to handle non-linearities,
friction and temperature effects.
Our C++ implementation is separated into multiple Orocos
components as indicated in Fig. 2. For more information
regarding our domain-specifc-modeling approach we refer
to [29]. The final reference torques are sent to the four
control units via the KUKA FRI employing the joint-space
impedance control mode using the hard real-time Orocos
execution environment4 with Linux and Xenomai as in [30].
B. Incorporating Object Dynamics during Manipulation
First of all, we demonstrate the overall controller, includ-
ing underactuation, with standard operational space control
and no impedance behavior, for tracking a circular trajectory
in the horizontal plane with the 9.2kg box object. The contact
forces are heuristically chosen such that they point towards
the center of all contacts. Results are shown in Fig. 4. All
four robot arms cooperatively hold the object without slip-
ping effects while following the desired trajectory precisely.
C. Online Adaptation according to varying Object Dynamics
In this scenario we aim for online adaptation of object
dynamics. The 3kg cylinder is at rest and a human adds
3kg sand as illustrated in Fig. 6, to drastically double the
objects total mass. Due to the non-compensated additional
weight the cylinder moves down. Next we update the in-
ternal object model manually and accordingly the controller
moves the object back to its desired position. Results are
plotted in Fig. 5. We experience precision issues due to high
joint friction with the real robot, which is not the case in
simulation. In the future we would like to apply a method
for online identification of object dynamics [18] [31] to deal
with uncertain/unknown objects or with those incorporating
changing dynamics.
D. Assisted Gravity Compensation Mode for Interaction
The Cartesian impedance formulation derived in (12)
treats the object as a spring-damper system, transforming
deviations from the desired pose into wrenches. This enables
a chosen explicit behavior of the system with respect to an
external disturbance, e.g. from human interaction with the
object. Because we compensate for object dynamics, we can
set the proportional feedback gain to zero (no stiffness) and
command zero desired velocities and accelerations to realize
an assisted gravity compensation mode with velocity damp-
ing. This enables the human to easily move the cumbersome
object to a desired position and orientation, where the con-
troller then performs pure gravity compensation. A snapshot
from the accompanying video is shown in Fig. 1. Such a
mode is highly beneficial in programming-by-demonstration
applications, e.g. [32] for teaching bimanual manipulation.
V. QUADRUPED EXPERIMENTS
A. Quadruped Robot Platform
The experimental platform is the ANYbotics quadruped
robot, ANYmal (cf. Fig. 7), a torque-controlled robot with
12 actuated joints [33]. A dynamic model is delivered by
the manufacturer. The position and orientation of the robot
torso are chosen as the operational space for the Cartesian
impedance behavior. We treat the robot feet as point contacts
where the positions are fixed on the ground and orientations
4See http://www.orocos.org/
Fig. 6: When adding mass to the object, the internal model
can easily be updated. The controller then compensates for
the new object dynamics.
Fig. 7: ANYmal standing on an a slope ramp. Because of
the imposed impedance behavior, the robot reacts to human























Fig. 8: The torso tracks a circular trajectory in the horizontal
plane. Desired positions are red and estimated blue. After 18
seconds, the robot is perturbed for a short period.
are not considered. Accordingly, we cannot control torques
at the contacts.
Note that the constraint Jacobian based on the grasp matrix
constrains the end-effectors relatively (4). Instead one can
impose an absolute constraint by choosing Jc = Jee which
is supposed to be more robust to external disturbances, at
the cost of losing redundancy in the motion control.
The supplementary video with all quadruped experiments
is available at https://youtu.be/Ao-0W9chAd4.
B. Decoupled Motion and Contact Force Control
In the first experiment with the quadruped, we show that
our controller can perform on flat terrain demonstrating the
robots workspace. Similar to the previous section, the torso
is commanded to follow a circular trajectory inside the x-
y plane, while the end-effectors push toward the ground
to avoid slipping. We set an appropriate λc in order to
make the actual contact forces stay within the friction cones.
The desired and estimated horizontal position of the torso
is plotted in Fig. 8. The trajectory is tracked precisely, the
controller also recovers from external disturbances.
C. Human Interaction while standing on a Ramp
Next we demonstrate the robot reactions to human interac-
tion. The robot stands on a slope ramp with inclined contact
surfaces of 45 degrees each. In order to show the properties
of the impedance controller, we set stiffness and damping
such that the robot is compliant in x-direction but stiffer
in the y- and z-axis. When pushing against the torso, the
robot behaves as a spring-damper system. A snapshot of the
accompanying video is shown in Fig. 7.
In simulation, we also tried to place the quadruped on
the ramp without controlling contact forces. The robot fails
to maintain contact as expected. This shows the underlying
advantage of our controller compared to [2]–[4].
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The approach presented in this paper extends earlier
work on dexterous grasping by simultaneously controlling
four industrial manipulators, representing an enormous robot
hand. Employing a virtual manipulator we include the object
dynamics for precise manipulation, which turns the robot into
an underactuated system. Furthermore, we solve the under-
actuation constraint for contact wrench control analytically.
PIDC decouples motion generation and contact wrench
control, resulting in different and independent control laws.
The unconstrained (motion) controller accomplishes a track-
ing task with desired impedance behavior to deal with exter-
nal disturbances while the constrained component enforces
the contact. The present work is evaluated on both multi-arm
and multi-leg platforms, demonstrating our controllers ro-
bustness and ability to maintain a grasp, subject to unknown
human interactions. The analogy between multi-arm and
multi-leg robots has been recognized long ago, however, the
similarities when describing the contact situations have been
more recent. This paper additionally shows the equivalence
between the systems under the same modeling and control
framework.
Our approach, as well as discussed alternative approaches,
requires knowledge about the contact situation. Here we
assumed an a priori well known world and make use of
simple heuristics, e.g. only end-effector is in contact. In
scenarios where this is not the case, the robot has to detect
contact constraints first before being able to exploit them.
Recently, we did a first step in this direction, however for a
very simple scenario [34]. Methods which estimate external
wrenches and their application locations on-line may also
detect contacts [35], [36].
In a follow-up paper we will integrate friction cone opti-
mization, add force-torque sensors to evaluate the accuracy
of realized contact wrenches and compare the optimization-
based approach with our analytic solution. Our approach
is also suited for underactuated motion planning. Future
research includes testing the approach with actual robot
hands that contain passive elements, e.g. [37].
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